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Special Topic Discussion: 

Training Buddy the Bald Eagle Ambassador 
With Buddy’s trainers –  

Dr. Dave McRuer, Director of Veterinary Medicine  
 Raina Krasner, Outreach Coordinator 

 
 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
So, it's noon here in Virginia....and we have a group of about 242 people. Shall we begin with our discussion about Buddy 
training?  
 
Congowings:  
Well, it is High Noon. So, I believe it is almost time. Looking forward to the Buddy Training session with Raina and Dr. 
Dave!  
 
Comment: 
Just finished my 60 twists on the Hula Hoop and am tired but ready to learn about Buddy!  
 
Comment: 
Yes please Raina I can't wait any longer :) bring on the education and learning!  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Ok, great! So, for those of you joining us who aren't familiar with Buddy our Bald Eagle ambassador, I'll give you some 
background....  
 
Comment: 
Every time I look at Buddy, I think of beautiful Lady Legacy and Buddy's handsome Papa!  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Buddy's parents built a nest in the Norfolk Botanical Garden, and the nest was on camera. People from all over the world 
watched Buddy as he hatched and as his parents took care of him.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Early on in his life, these devoted Eagle Cam watchers noticed that a large growth had appeared on Buddy's beak. He 
was brought to the Wildlife Center and admitted as a patient.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
#08-0887  
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Raina Krasner, WCV:  
He was diagnosed with Avian Pox, and the growth on his beak was an avian pox lesion. After extended care and 
treatment, Buddy recovered. But the pox lesion on his beak caused damage to the growth plate in his cere (top a part of 
his beak).  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
As a result his beak is permanently "bent", making him non-releasable. His misaligned beak would prevent him from 
successfully eating on his own in the wild, and in captivity it requires regular trimming known as "coping".  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
We decided to keep Buddy as an education animal here at the Wildlife Center....and five years later, here we are!  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
We are training him to be a traveling animal ambassador for his species and for the Wildlife Center. It's a pretty easy job, 
but it does require some training....  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
So, our Director of Veterinary Medicine, Dr. Dave McRuer, and I are working together to train Buddy.  
 
Dr. Dave:  
HI everybody! 
  
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
There he is!  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
And we are here today to answer any questions you might have about the training process.  
 
Comment: 
Welcome Dr Dave  
 
Comment:  
Hi Dr Dave. What is your avatar?  
 
Comment: 
Hulloooo Dr. Dave- and who is your avatar?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
My avatar is apparently a really badly squished picture of my falconry red-tailed hawk. Her name is Betty.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Ha! Betty was quite an interesting hawk. And indirectly, she plays a big part in the story of Buddy training. Right Dr. 
Dave?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Yes ma'am. I've been an a falconry apprentice for the last year and have had the privilege to have some excellent 
sponsors who have worked with raptors from all around the world, including bald eagles. They've been coaching us with 
Buddy.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
"The Eagle Gurus"  
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Comment: 
Welcome, Dr. Dave! LOVE your avy, too! Big hawk fan. :)  
 
Dr. Dave:  
We're lucky to have them!  
 
Comment: 
Who are these Eagle Gurus?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Dr. Dave's falconry sponsors.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
That's what we affectionately refer to them as in our training notes.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
(there's my eagle avatar, by the way).  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Ohh ... nice avatar! 
  
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
:)  
 
Comment: 
GREAT Avatar!  
 
Dr. Dave:  
the photographer must have been a genius!  
 
Comment: 
who is that, Raina?  
 
Congowings:  
Hah!  
 
Dr. Dave:  
toot toot  
 
Comment: 
Buddy?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
He must have been! It's a photo of Buddy from hospital rounds yesterday....if you are a Buddy sponsor, you received a 
bigger version through a CFC update yesterday.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
So!  
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Raina Krasner, WCV:  
We have LOTS of great questions built up...so I think we really better get to answering them, now that you all have some 
background.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Here we go!  
 
Comment: 
Buddy training: I know you use whistles and food for training Buddy, but i wondered if he reacted to your tone of voice 
as either positive reinforcement or discipline?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
(great question from our thoughtful GN)  
 
Dr. Dave:  
I think we both try to use our voice to calm and reassure Buddy that he’s doing a good job. When Buddy is being good 
(sitting on the glove, not reacting to new stimuli, etc) I usually produce a piece of food and calming repeat “Good boy”. 
The hope is that my voice will be associated with good experiences and the possibility of food. Buddy likes his food   
 
Comment: 
Question Buddy training, Depending on Buddy's training and temperament, when will he start making public 
appearances?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
That’s a great question. At the moment, we can’t make any plans for Buddy until we know how he’ll settle into his new 
routine and act around crowds. The last thing we want to do is subject him to excessive stresses before is used to his 
new outreach lifestyle. Once comfortable, I’m sure Buddy will become a regular Ambassador.  
 
Comment: 
Training question: Does Buddy seem to respond to the difference in male/female or is it that Dr. Dave is more 
demanding with Buddy? Does he seem to resent those who trim his beak on a regular basis? Thanks for all you do for 
wild life and for us!  
 
Dr. Dave:  
I don’t think that Buddy responds better to females vs. males. I do think he responds better to Raina vs. Dave. I am 
usually the one to push Buddy’s limits and get him out of his comfort zone. This might be restraining him to the glove, 
walking out of the enclosure for the first time, bringing him into the Center for the first time on a glove, etc. These are all 
new and frightening experiences to Buddy because they’re outside of his normal routine. Once he becomes comfortable 
with the new stimuli he’s fine. That said, he initially associated the bad experiences with the person that’s right in front 
of him … Dr. Dave. 
 
Coping is another great question. Because we want to get Buddy used to coming into and out of the hospital on the 
glove, the hospital has to turn into a “happy place”. Since we’ve started training, Dr. Sim has taken over Buddy’s coping 
procedure to minimize the negative experiences associated with me. Our coping team also wears different colored 
gloves when going to capture Buddy so that he knows that orange gloves = coping, black gloves = training and food. 
Finally, we’ve been hooding Buddy outside of the hospital before coping so that he doesn’t associate the clinic with a 
bad place when he’s there on the glove.  
 
Comment: 
QUESTION FOR BUDDY TRAINING CHAT: DR. DAVE, has Buddy gotten used to the swivel and leash yet, and are you no 
longer "the bad guy"?  
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Dr. Dave:  
Happily my “bad guy” status is waning. Instead, it’s been replaced with by the new “Not as cool as Raina guy”. Buddy is 
getting more and more used to the jesses and being picked up however he seems to need reminding every day that 
they’re OK. We shortened the jesses which made a significant difference in his ability to recover to the glove following a 
bate. The swivel also make it easier for us to untwist the jesses should Buddy fly in circles. Yes, given the opportunity, 
Buddy will fly in circles .  
We have noticed that Buddy is beginning to settle down faster once on the glove and seems to be bating less. I think 
working with him twice a day and introducing him to new stimuli helps a lot. All this said, he still likes Raina more than 
me. 
 
Comment: 
QUESTION FOR BUDDY TRAINING SEGMENT: RAINA, did you get the opportunity to walk Buddy into the center yet? Did 
he seem less stressed than when Dr. Dave took him inside (less panting)?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I have had the opportunity to bring Buddy inside the Center. From what I can tell, his reactions to Dr. Dave and me are 
evening out just a little bit, since we are both making him do some uncomfortable things. But, as Dr. Dave mentioned, he 
is the one to usually push Buddy into new and sometimes uncomfortable settings/experiences so Buddy sometimes 
holds on to that (i.e. Dr. Dave is the "bad cop").  
 
Buddy still gets stressed at times, and we have our "good" sessions and our "not so good" sessions, but we are seeing 
progress.  
 
Comment: 
FOR BUDDY TRAINING DISCUSSION. What is the ultimate behavior [meaning several things] that you are striving to teach 
Buddy? [I know, the verbs don't match, but is fits with behavior.]  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Our goals for Buddy are the following: 
1) Have him step from a perch to and from the glove without bating 
2) Be able to walk, stand, and sit with him perched on the glove without bating 
3) Not shy from his trainers when we enter the enclosure to get him on the glove.  
Pretty easy right? Ahhh…. Not so much. If Buddy were a red-tailed hawk, this would be MUCH easier. Because Buddy has 
been around humans from an early age, he is somewhat habituated which unfortunately makes him stubborn. He’s also 
in a family of sea eagles which are notoriously more difficult to train compared to many other commonly trained 
raptors. Once Buddy has mastered these techniques, we may work on some other behaviors for “show”. We’ll just have 
to wait and see what he’s willing to accept.  
 
Comment: 
Buddy discussion question.....I will be away but will read back later. Is Buddy's "attitude"in training typical of Bald 
Eagles? He is known as being feisty but I would think they all would be. Guess I am asking if he is feistier than most.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Which also sort of leads into this next question...  
 
Comment: 
QUESTION for Buddy Training...two parts. 1. How does the fact that Buddy was habituated to humans at such an early 
age effect his training, and 2. Does his advanced age play into how he reacts.  
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Raina Krasner, WCV:  
From my understanding, Eagles are definitely more difficult to train or work with than other birds of prey. They tend to 
be more stubborn, and quite simply...they are big, powerful birds.  
 
Dr. Dave:  
This is especially true for the "sea eagles". Golden eagles and steppe eagles are easier to train.  
 
Dr. Dave:  
So "they" say.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
So I think Buddy being feisty, or "difficult" can be attributed to both his species (those stubborn Bald Eagles!) and the 
fact that he is habituated to humans. He lacks a certain "fear" of humans that other Bald Eagles that spent more time in 
the wild would naturally have.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Oh, the ever ominous "they". They think they're so smart, don't they?   
 
Dr. Dave:  
Someday I want to be a "they"  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
In some circles, I think you might be already. 
 
Comment: 
Do birds have a dominant side? Like people are right handed or left handed? 
 
Dr. Dave:  
That’s an interesting question and I’m afraid I don’t know the answer to that. I’ll have to do some research to find out. 
Stay tuned!  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Some of the parrot blogs indicate "Yes"  
 
Comment: 
Buddy question......do you and Dr. Dave use the same kind of whistle device or are they different?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Pretty similar. Mine is more attractive. His is this garish orange color, and mine is a polite silver.  
 
Dr. Dave:  
No ... mine is cooler!  
 
Comment: 
QUESTION FOR BUDDY TRAINING CHAT: DR. DAVE, do you still use the whistle for operant conditioning of Buddy? Does 
he ever try to nip at the whistle, thinking it's food? (Your whistle looks a little like a cheese flavored cracker.) ;-)  
 
Dr. Dave:  
We have actually stopped using the whistle while Buddy has been in his new/temporary enclosure. The whistle worked 
really well to reward him perching on his mailbox perch, especially when we entered the pen. In the past, Buddy was 
getting REALLY excited when the rehab staff came to deliver food and he’d pounce against the door and sometimes nip 
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at the ankles! The whistle helped stop these behaviors. Now that Buddy is tethered, we’re relying on repetition more 
than shaping behaviors. Finally, thanks for pointing out that my whistle looks like a cheese flavored cracker. Raina is fond 
of telling me that is looks like a dorky lifeguard whistle. Please people, be kind to the poor inanimate whistle. They 
TWEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEET have feelings too. 
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
(he really does look like a lifeguard)  
 
Comment: 
QUESTION FOR BUDDY TRAINING CHAT: DR. DAVE, does Buddy now understand the 'leave it' command? Is that an 
actual verbal command? What other verbal commands does Buddy's training consist of?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
I’m exactly sure what the “leave it” command refers to. The only verbal command that we use on a regular basis is “Step 
up”. This command is used every time we want to transfer Buddy to a new object whether it be a perch, a scale, or to 
another glove. This he has figured out fairly well. At the moment, we’re working on getting him to stay on the glove at 
the end of the training session until we ask him to step up on the perch. Buddy has a habit of trying to fly to the perch 
which is both uncoordinated (since his leash is tied to the glove) and potentially dangerous. He is catching on quickly but 
there is more work to do.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I sometimes say "NO" if he is trying to bite my hand, but I'm not sure that is all that effective.  
 
Comment: 
QUESTION FOR BUDDY TRAINING CHAT: RAINA, has Buddy gone for a car ride since his debut appearance at NBG? If not, 
is it planned for the near future?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
No car rides yet! I think we are still a while away from that. We are still working on the glove training, and then we will 
move on to crate training.  
 
Comment: 
Question for Dr Dave or Raina-what is the term used when an eagle flaps its wings trying to fly off the handler's glove? 
And does Buddy still do that?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
This is called "bating" and yes ... he still does this a lot.  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Thankfully, he's bating less this week than last.  
 
Comment: 
QUESTION FOR BUDDY TRAINING CHAT: RAINA, is Buddy getting comfortable being walked around outside? Does he 
seem to bate more indoors or outdoors?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Well, I'm not sure there is a definite difference in how much he bates inside versus outiside. But he definitely likes 
standing still better than moving or walking. So we're working on that. We took a walk around the Center the other day,, 
and it was VERY windy, which seemed to make him a bit nervous.  
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Comment: 
FOR DR DAVE AND RAINA: How long do you think it will take Buddy to get to the point where he can go back to the 
Palace, and what are all the things he has to do first? I don't totally understand what you were doing that Buddy didn't 
like. I thought you both hold his jesses?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
This is a good (and popular) question. While we are both holding Buddy’s jesses, I grabbed them first and secured him to 
the fist. In Buddy’s mind, I was first associated with his restraint and the stress associated with his initial denial of 
freedom. Nothing about what we’re doing hurts Buddy. What upset’s him the most is that he cannot do what we wants. 
When he was still free lofted, Buddy had the CHOICE to come to us or not. He also had the CHOICE of leaving the glove 
or staying put. By securing his jesses, we’ve denied him of that choice and that’s what disturbs him the most. I like to 
compare it to the child being denied the sucker in the check-out lane and then throwing a tantrum. Buddy is good at 
tantrums .  
Before Buddy can go back into his large enclosure, he needs to be completely comfortable with stepping up onto the 
glove from a perch, being placed back onto a perch, leaving the enclosure on the glove without bating, and going into 
and out of a travel crate. When he perfects these behaviors in his current enclosure, we’ll move him back to the palace. 
When this happens, we’ll likely set up the tethering system again so that he retains his trained behaviors. Buddy is VERY 
smart and we don’t want all his training to go out the window when he realizes he’s in a place where he was allowed to 
fly free. Once he repeats all of his trained behaviors in the palace on the tether, we’ll reassess about giving him more 
flight options.  
 
Comment: 
As a dog trainer, I've always stressed to my clients (the human ones) that training is a bonding experience between man 
and canine. Does the same hold true w/ eagles?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
There is definitely a level of trust that needs to be established, but Buddy will never have the same relationship with me 
as my dog does. He is still a wild bird, and I'm really just a source of food!  
 
Comment: 
Darcie had worked with Buddy last year - can you tell if he retained any of what he learned with her?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
He has retained some things, yes. But we're working with him in a different way than Darcie did...so we're already 
moving past a lot of the things he would have learned with her.  
 
Comment: 
Hi Dr. Dave from Ontario Canada. Ed has affectionately said that eagles are not the brightest birds. In terms of time, is it 
taking longer to train Buddy, than say someone like Jaz or Ruby or Pignoli?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Hi Diane, I'm sorry that winter is still hanging on in Ontario. Yes, bald eagles just seem to be more stubborn than many 
other raptor species. The buteos (red-tails, broad-wings, etc) seem easiest to train, accipiters (cooper's hawks and sharp-
shinned hawks) can just be spastic, owls can also be stubborn (but they get over it), golden eagles are like red-tails, and 
then bald eagles are just plain stubborn. Every day can seem like the first sometimes.  
 
Comment: 
wasn't Junior used to humans when Ed trained him ?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
He was, but I don't think Ed ever claimed that Junior was easy bird :)  
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Dr. Dave:  
Yes, Junior was an imprinted eagle. Imprinting brings another frustrating level to training!  
 
Comment: 
OMG, I have not understood the "habituated" part, but now you say, not afraid of humans... I can understand that.  
 
Comment: 
So, it is not so much that Eagles are not intelligent. Just more stubborn?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
For bald eagles .... you got it!  
 
Comment: 
I have forgotten -- how much does B-day Boy Buddy weigh now (in lbs. would be nice) ???  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Around 7 pounds....just under.  
 
Comment: 
On the days where you will practice, is his normal amount of food reduced so that he will respond better to the meat 
during the training sessions?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
We can adjust Buddy's food to make him more motivated, yes. But we typically start with his full meal amount, which is 
currently 150 grams of mice. Side note: Buddy seems to prefer mice that are cut in half…with the gooey organs coming 
out...as opposed to the nice, whole mice that Dr. Dave and I prefer to touch (you can imagine why)  
 
Dr. Dave:  
We can be so fickle.  
 
Comment: 
***Question for Dr. Dave and Raina Buddy Training*** (I will probably be late to this, have a work meeting just prior, so 
submitting now). QUESTION: How is tethering Buddy different than tying a dog to a chain? (I have heard some grumbing 
using this comparison). Please educate us to the difference. Thanks  
 
Dr. Dave:  
When tethering a raptor for training, you need to provide several things: water, a bow perch, and another style of perch. 
Tethering aids in raptor training because it takes the CHOICE out of the picture. Raptors are not like dogs who are 
domesticated and want to please. Raptors need to learn that the handler is associated with food and that the glove is a 
happy place. Despite how we'd like to think, raptors don't love us. Raptors don't like us. Raptors tolerate us because we 
make life easy. Tethering raptors still allows them to fly from perch to perch and this technique has been used for 4000 
years in falconry. Many raptor centers permanently keep all their education raptors on tethers.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
And if you check out my recent training update about Buddy, you'll see that I mentioned how little the tethering has 
really impacted Buddy's daily life.  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Sit ...eat....sit.....eat....etc.  
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Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Take an ice cold bath...sun my wings....eat....  
 
Comment: 
OMG, the things you learn about wildlife. [gooey organs]  
 
Comment: 
All of a sudden, I lost my appetite...  
 
Comment: 
Ugh...mouse decription...lunch just became less appetising...  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Gooey mouse bits don't make you hungry? Strange.  
 
Comment: 
Could you walk us through a "typical" training session at this point ... and then what's next? Thanks for working with our 
boy Buddy!  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
As we move forward, I think our sessions will become less typical. We will try to change things up more, since one of the 
goals is to prepare Buddy for various situations. In general, the session will begin in his enclosure. We are working on 
having him nicely step up onto the glove from his perch. Once he is settled on the glove, we are working on nicely exiting 
the enclosure, walking to the building, and heading inside or around the Center….this is where most of the action is 
happening: people, noises, new experiences.  
 
And when I say “nicely” I mean without flying away or bating on the glove. 
  
Comment: 
Wow, these answers are SO good. I am really understanding this.  
 
Comment: 
Will Buddy be crate-trained for transportation purposes...or maybe he is already?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
He has been transported in a crate before, yes. But in our training process, that will come a bit later.  
 
Comment: 
I remember Ed bringing Buddy out in front of a small audience last year..wouldn't that have been traumatic for him at 
that point? Buddy was flopping all over the place.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Interestingly enough, Dr. Dave had Buddy out (by chance) when I had a group of children touring the Wildlife Center 
facilities yesterday...Dr. Dave how did Buddy react to that?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
To my surprise, Buddy was a star! He didn't bate once but instead looked at all the excited kids and just .... watched. In 
response, I provided LOTS of food to make it a positive experience for him. When Buddy decides to eat, it means he's 
comfortable.  
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Dr. Dave:  
I'd say the training is paying off already!  
 
Comment: 
Thanks for the response. Very helpful.  
 
Comment: 
I bet the kids were fascinated with Buddy. I wonder how the mouse guts went over for them?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I'm not sure they noticed, actually. 
 
Comment: 
I have been known to behave very well when fed wonderful bites of gourmet-designer food and/or wine . . . LOL  
 
Comment: 
So that experience with the kids is proving that Buddy is catching on. Excellent news.  
 
Comment: 
Glad Buddy reacted so well to the school kids!  
 
Comment: 
So, when Buddy bates, do you think he is afraid, or ticked off? Or is there anyway to know...  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Most of the time I think he's testing his limits. He's telling us he'd rather be somewhere else than on the glove. That's 
what we're trying to change.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
He's expressing his general displeasure with the sitatuion, whatever that may be....and tiring out our arms in the 
process.  
 
Comment: 
BUDDY TRAINING DISCUSSION, how is the training different for Buddy as an educational bird vs one like Challenger who 
performs at Dollywood?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I'm not familiar with Challenger...but I'm guessing that bird did flight shows or something? if you say perform, that 
indicates a big difference in training to me. Our birds aren't performing. They're essentially doing nothing but sitting 
"nicely" on the glove.  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Essentially, we all start at the same spot and the initial training would be the same. The difference is that at WCV, we 
just want Buddy to be glove trained. Challenger goes on to flight training which is a continuation of the training process.  
 
Comment:  
While I hate to broach this subject, how do you think he would react if one or both of you left?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
-gasp-  
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Dr. Dave:  
????? 
Once Buddy is comfortable with Raina and me, we'll start introducing him to other outreach people like Ed and Amanda. 
Shhhh ... don't tell Amanda :)  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Amanda likes to think that won't happen. 
 
And Dr. Dave, I'm gasping because jakermo mentioned one or both of us leaving.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Which will never happen.  
 
Dr. Dave:  
No intentions here  
 
Comment: 
Oh--and I have recently been using you falconry term "Manning", like when RR and AA had Athena with them in the 
outreach area all the time. I think RR is still doing that with the chimney owl, yes? Can you say more about Manning?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Manning essentially means getting the bird used to sitting comfortably on the glove. In the falconry world this can be 
done in two ways. The first is through gradually introducing the glove into the enclosure, then getting the bird to eat 
from the glove, then step on the glove, etc. This is a longer process. The second method means initially securing the bird 
to the glove by way of a leash and jesses and then maxing out on stimuli while feeding the bird and showing it that there 
is nothing to be afraid of. This is the approach we're currently using with Buddy.  
 
Comment: 
Wow it seems you have come a long way with Buddy. Will Buddy still be able to be seen for the open houses, or is he 
being mostly secluded during his training?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
He can be seen. He's in our former education Golden Ealge's enclosure (Junior).  
 
Comment From Guest  
Is this the first Bald Eagle training you have done?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Yes for me.  
 
Dr. Dave:  
It sure is! Luckily we have some very good and experienced tutors.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
We do. Lots of knowledge and support. And aside from Dr. Dave's mentors, we have our in-house eagle guru, Ed!  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Well, we are just about out of time.  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Sadly its true  
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Dr. Dave:  
Shall we do this again sometime Raina?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Thank you all for joining us today. I hope everyone can leave today's discussion with a better understanding of the 
Buddy training process.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
That would be fun!  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Oh - one last question for the road....  
 
Comment: 
are you worried about developing extremely musucular forearms, Raina?  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
YES.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
:)  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Too funny ... I now have an ibuprofen dependency :)  
 
Comment: 
But just one, right?  
 
Comment: 
But only on your left arm, right?!  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Yes, only the left arm. And I think both of us should buy stock in Advil, don't you agree Dr. Dave?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
Already there :)  
 
Comment: 
Thanks= You Dashing Dr Dave (DDD) and RR! This was a fantastic session. Yes, lets do it again please :)  
 
Comment: 
Thanks for your time Raina and Dr Dave...really learned a lot!!  
 
Comment: 
This was great,guys. Thanks for spending the time with us. I'm looking forward to seeing Buddy act like an ambassador.  
 
Comment: 
Great discussion. I look forward to the next one. Thank you.  
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Dr. Dave:  
Thanks to everyone for submitting such great questions and tuning in for the chat!  
 
Comment:  
Thank you for the wonderful discussion. Bye!  
 
Comment: 
Great job to you both  
 
Comment: 
Much thanks to RR & Dr. D !!!  
 
Comment: 
Thank you so much Raina and Dr. Dave great insight to what you have planned....cant wait to meet you in April!!!  
 
Comment: 
Thank you so much, Raina and Dr. Dave! This has been super informative and interesting.  
 
Comment: 
Thank you so much for spending time with us. Very Interesting! Love it.  
 
Comment: 
Thank you Raina and Dr Dave. We love spending time with you and know how busy you are. We LOVE you guys!! ♥  
 
Comment: 
thanks so much-I have learned a ton today-you guys are the best  
 
Comment: 
Thanks to Dr. Dave and Raina for an interesting discussion. And yes Dr. Dave, it is still like winter in Ontario, in fact there 
are a few snow flurries today. Thanks again to you both.  
 
Comment: 
Thank you both for spending time with us! Looking forward to the next session!  
 
Comment: 
This session was fabulous! So much info and educating for us in CN. Please do it again soon!  
 
Comment: 
Great questions and lots of good info and knowledge back..thank you !  
 
Comment: 
Great information, thanks you two  
 
Comment: 
Thank you Dr. Dave and Raina for today. I have a better sense of what you are trying to accomplish. Can we have 
another class say in about a month or so. Very informative.  
 
Comment: 
Came in in the middle..Great questions from everyone and very informative answers -- thank you Dr.Dave and Raina -- 
now I will go back and read what I missed :)  
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Comment: 
Great Info. So glad this will be archived as well!!  
 
Comment: 
So appreciate all of this info! Love Buddy and WCV!! Thanks Raina and Dr. Dave! (PS--do you think Buddy has any idea 
how famous and beloved he is?)  
 
Comment: 
Thank you for sharing info about Buddy. I need to go to an appointment but will read back later. Really find interesting 
his training. Hope you can make an educational star out of him!  
 
Comment: 
Hi Dr. Dave :) thanks for joining us along with Raina for this great discussion!  
 
Comment: 
question re: your patient ID system. first is the year, and then the patient #? if so that means Buddy as the 887th patient 
of 2008? hmmm how can that be right>  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Correct.  
 
Comment From Ann  
For Raina and Dr Dave: Have YOU got your Buddy B-day shirt yet? Better hurry before they go away forever. You dont 
want to miss out on this one!  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
:)  
 
Comment: 
All animals tend to like people better who DON'T shoot them with a STAC as opposed to those who do.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
That's probably true, GN. You should know.  
 
Comment: 
GN you came back!  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
That was from earlier, but I thought it was still relevant.  
 
Comment: 
@ GN...the alternative was to feed you mouse halves with gooey guts.  
 
Comment: 
Thank you for your time and the very interesting information on Buddy training!  
 
Comment: 
I know what I forgot to ask - in one photo you seemed to have a stand of some sort - can you use that when you are out 
in public to lessen the strain on the arm?  
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Raina Krasner, WCV:  
(correct)  
 
Comment: 
Will this be posted in the archive, and remaining questions/answers that didn't get addressed at this time?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
But I LIKE shooting GN with the STAC!!!  
 
Comment: 
I thought I heard through the grapevine that Mrs. GN wanted to have a STAC of her own ~~ you know, for training 
purposes . . . . LOL  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Dr. Dave, maybe you can give Mrs. GN some lessons?  
 
Dr. Dave:  
ANYTIME!  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
This session will be archived, but I'm not sure we'll be able to answer all the unanswered questions. We appreciate the 
time every put into thinking up some truly excellent and challeging questions! Thank you again. :)  
 
Comment: 
Awesome class! Thank you for the wealth of info on Buddy's education.  
 
Comment: 
Loved that so much! Could you do this every day now? lol  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I'm tired just thinking about that.  
 
Comment: 
GN may have to rethink our April visit.  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
No!  
 
Comment: 
Raptor 1, nice to see you.  
 
Comment: 
Yes, hi Raptor1!!  
 
Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Ok, well all this talk about Buddy has me thinking...I need to go train Buddy! I'm off to work with him now. Thank you all 
again for such wonderful, thoughtful questions. Bye!  
 
 


